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The onferene was organized by W. B�urger (Karlsruhe) and I. M�uller (Berlin) and it

attrated 35 sientists from 9 ountries. Thirty two sienti� letures were presented and

as well as one entertaining after-dinner-leture on surprising physial phenomena in the

world of toys.

Thermodynamis with its basi onservation laws, invariane priniples and its entropy

priniple provides a universal tool for the determination of onstitutive properties in all

phases of a body. Indeed, it governs the transition between the phases as well as the hoie

of boundary values at the phase boundaries. Aordingly the sope of the onferene in-

luded solids, liquids and gases. Indeed, this sequene of phases provided the guideline

through the program: We have started with thermodynami properties of plasti defor-

mation, damage in solids, and shape memory, proeeded with the onset of onvetion in

liquids and gases, and �nished with the desription of rare�ed gases in the range of large

Knudsen numbers.

In the formal sessions and during the lively informal group disussions over wine and

beer in the evenings three topis were mostly debated, sometimes passionately:

� the neessity to take ompressibility into aount in the proper

treatment of the onset of onvetion,

� the determination of boundary values for non-ontrollable variables

in extended thermodynamis,

� the role of the Eshelby tensor in the determination of phase equilibrium

between pre-stressed solids.

Doubtless these disussions will ontinue by mail and in future meetings between the par-

tiipants. The present onferene may have served the good purpose, however, to identify

the problems and to familize various proponents with eah other's lines of arguments.

The sta� of the institute with their ommendable, � and by now �nely-tuned � eÆieny

made the stay pleasant and memorable.

The meeting ended on Friday, Deember 22nd at lunh-time. A group of 12 partiipants

stayed until the next morning.
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Abstrats

A model for evolving mirostrutures formed by phase transitions

H.-D. Alber

Starting from the seond law of thermodynamis a mathematial model for evolving

phase transitions in nikel based superalloys is developed. In these alloys the matrix

phase  deforms visoplastially, whereas the preipitates 

0

deform purely elastially. The

visoplasti behaviour is modeled using internal variables. The seond law of thermody-

namis requires that the normal veloity v(x; t) of the phase interfae and the expression

n(x; t) � [�(x; t)℄n(x; t) must have the same sign. Here [�℄ denotes the jump of the Eshelby

tensor at the interfae, and n(x; t) 2 R

3

denotes a unit normal vetor to the interfae. The

evolution equation

v(x; t) =  (n(x; t) � [�(x; t)℄n(x; t))

satis�es this restrition, if the funtion  ful�lls the ondition (s)s � 0 for all s.

In several steps, this evolution equation for the phase interfae is transformed into a

distribution partial di�erential equation for the harateristi funtion S of the 

0

-phase.

If the harateristi funtion S is replaed by a smooth funtion S approximating the

harateristi funtion, this evolution equation takes the form

S

t

= �	

s

(" (5

x

u) ; S; z j5

x

Sj) ;

a Hamiltion-Jaobi equation for S. Here  is a positive onstant, is the strain tensor, z is

the vetor of internal variables and 	 is the free energy.

Phase diagrams - heat of mixing and interfaial energy

J. Ansorg

The form of phase diagrams is a�eted by intermoleular energies between the ompo-

nents but also by interfaial energies between the phases. The �rst are responsible for

phenomena like azeotropy and misibility gaps, while the latter deform domains of the

phase diagrams, espeially the misibility gap.

In a qualitative model for binary mixtures an interfaial energy is introdued, and the

inuene of the interfaial energy on phase diagrams of ideal mixtures, eutetia and peri-

tetia is exhibited.

The shok tube experiment in extended thermodynamis

J. Au

Results of investigations of the shok tube experiment with Extended Thermodynamis

(ET) are presented. ET provides dissipative �eld equations for monoatomi gases whih

are symmetri hyperboli.

The start-up phase of the idealized shok tube experiment is alulated with ET of many

moments. For small times more and more moments have to be taken into aount for a

physially valid desription.

In the limit of t ! 0 the solutions of ET onverge to the orresponding solution of the

ollisionless Boltzmann equation.
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Numerially eÆient disrete kineti models

H. Babovsky

We introdue a lass of kineti Disrete Veloity Models whih are based on two onepts:

(i) Reduible kineti shemes; these an be transformed into a system deoupling into

a small nonlinear and a large linear part and an be easily analyzed and alulated;

(ii) Hierarhies built up of reduible shemes.

These kineti models are eÆiently solvable and are intended to shed some light on a

ouple of open problems in the domain between Rare�ed Gas Dynamis and Fluid Dynam-

is.

Onset of B�enard onvetion in gases - Navier-Stokes Fourier and 13 moments

E. Barbera

The aim of the talk was the illustration of the onset of B�enard onvetion in gases. In

order to desribe the onset of onvetion two di�erent models for the gas are used: The las-

sial Navier-Stokes-Fourier theory and extended thermodynamis with thirteen moments.

In both ases a linear stability analysis was performed. The ritial Rayleigh number, a

parameter that measures the appearene of the onvetion in the B�enard problem, was

omputed in terms of the Knudsen number, a parameter whih expresses the degree of

rarefation of the gas. The results obtained by use of the two theories were illustrated and

ompared. It turns out that the 13 moment theory predits a smaller range of stability.

Relativisti gas: Moment equations and maximum wave veloity

G. Boillat

For a rare�ed relativisti gas we onsider the N -moment equations assoiated with the

relativisti Boltzmann-Chernikov eqation and we require the ompatibility with the entropy

priniple, thus obtaining a losed symmetri hyperboli system. This interesting form

permits one to dedue a lower and upper bound for the maximum veloity of a wave

propagating in a lassial monatomi gas or a degenerate gas of fermions or bosons. We

prove that, with N inreasing, this veloity tends to the speed of light. This argument �rst

appeared in an artile by G. Boillat & T. Ruggeri, J. Math. Phys. De. 1999.

E�ets of ompressibility on the Rayleigh-B�enard problem

A. Bormann

The Rayleigh-B�enard problem usually is investigated by applying the Boussinesq approx-

imation for the alulation of the ritial temperature di�erene that brings onvetion

movement into the system. Unfortunately the Boussinesq approximation ignores om-

pressibility and, � by assuming thermal expansion at the same time � is prearious from a

thermodynami point of view. In order to overome these drawbaks a linear stability anal-

ysis has been performed on the basis of the ompressible Navier-Stokes-Fourier equations.

This proedure results in a ritial Rayleigh number that, in ontrast to the Boussinesq

approximation, is no longer onstant, but depends strongly on the layer thikness. The

e�et of ompressibility an be aounted for by adding a term to the Boussinesq Rayleigh
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number. The two parts of this new Rayleigh number represent two mehanisms that are

responsible for the onset of onvetion a) frition due to visosity and b) ompression of the

uid due to hydrostati pressure. This ansatz is veri�ed and on�rmed by the numerial

linear stability analysis for a N-S-F uid.

Boundary data for a stationary heat ondution problem in radial symmetry

F. Brini

Two di�erent problems related to Extended Thermodynamis with 14 moments are

presented. First of all the hyperboliity of the system is investigated in order to hoose

"good initial" or boundary data and to hek the admissibility of the solutions. Seondly

we onsider the problems related to the hoie of boundary data whih annot be ontrolled

(moments of order higher than 13). Some hints and suggestions for the solution of this

problem may be obtained from the onsideration of heat ondution in radial symmetry.

Evening leture on: Some entertaining experiments

W. B

�

urger

A PINHOLE MAGNIFIER without a olleting lens is essentially a small hole of, say,

0:6mm in an aluminium foil. It is able to magnify small objets 8-fold. RESCUE WHIS-

TLES for ases of emergeny on sea (and also the Metropolitan whistles of the bobbies in

London) are double pipes, emitting, in addition to two neighbouring notes, their di�erene

sound. It is of low pith not found in the aousti spetrum but invented by the ear.

PIETER BREUGEL'S WIND WHEELS doumented on his famous painting "hildren's

games" (1560) must have (as we proved) elasti vanes. The rotor turns always in the same

sense of rotation irrespetive of whether the hild pushes or pulls. Are you able to make a

LOOPING WITH A GLASS? Fill the glass with water and put it on a tablet �xed to long

strings (1m), so you an swing it over your head without waves to appear on its surfae.

Be, however, autions to overome the ritial range of angular speeds in whih the string

beomes slak! FOLDING GEARS are intelligent mehanisms not only to make Origami

�gures move (e.g. dogs barking, or ranes apping) but also for nanotehnology. Moreover,

they may be a better solution for unfolding large maps or the huge solar sails whih are

needed for spae ships driven by the pressure of the sun's radiation. SANTA CLAUS

ON THE STRING who is able to move upwards by a sophistiated stik-slip mehanism

whishes you MERRY CHRISTMAS!

On the saling behaviour of miro-maro-transitions

W. Dreyer

Joint work with M. Kunik

We start from a 1D atomi hain onsisting of N atoms that evolve in time aordingly

to Newton's equations of motion, and we solve various Riemannian initial value problems.

Newton's equations and the solutions obtained are used to establish marosopi limit

equations whih are PDE's for marosopi �elds.

The marosopi limit onsists of onservation laws, � whih follow from the mirosopi

equations rigorously � , and of losure relations, whih are ompletely determined by the

distributions of the mirosopi motion.
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We have observed several di�erent types of mirosopi motion and several types of

marosopi limits.

The marosopi limits are established by alulating a sequene of inreasing spae time

regions, generated by inreasing numbers of atoms. The sequene of marosopi solutions

indues a sequene of marosopi �elds whih all are mapped, through resaling, to a

representative spae time region.

There are speial Riemannian initial data and orresponding speial types of resaling so

that the marosopi limit equations either form nonlinear hyperboli or paraboli systems.

Reations to internal onstraints: Workless (non dissipative) or non-workless

(dissipative)?

M. Fremond

Consider a point sliding with veloity U on a plane with normal

~

N : The reation to the

impenetrability ondition �R

~

N is suh that RU = 0, but thermodynamis require only

that RU � 0. The question arises whether there are situations for whih RU > 0 holds,

i.e. where the reation to the impenetrability ondition is dissipative or not workless. We

show that this is possible, if the evolution is non-smooth: i.e. if there is a ollision between

the point and the plane.

The equation of motion is m(
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one from the theroretial point of view. Experiments have been performed with small
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Moving fronts in transparent equations

K. P. Hadeler

For the 1D transport equation with two veloities "optimal" onditions are given for the

existene of moving front solutions via redution to the paraboli ase. These results arry

over to reation telegraph equations and Cattaneo systems. H. Shretlik has extended

suh results to transport equations in several spae dismensions.

Aspets of thermodynamis of damaged solids

G. Herrmann

Conservative (or onventional) thermodynamis of irreversible proesses is employed to

establish a novel theory of elasti bodies prone to damage. Suh a body is regarded as a

thermodynami system haraterized by a set of extensive variables that an be de�ned

in both equilibrium and non-equilibrium states, and assigned approximately the same

values in both the physial and the abstrat state spae, (i.e. the Gibbsian phase spae

of onstrained equilibrium). The loal state approximation is applied by assigning to
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the entropy and temperature in physial spae loal values whih an be alulated in the

Gibbsian phase spae. This leads to an expliit expression for the entropy prodution. The

rate (or evolution) equations for the damage are then postulated in suh a way as to onform

to the seond part of the seond law of thermodynamis. The resulting theory aptures

many features of real material behaviour suh as loading-unloading paths, quasidutility,

dependene on loading � or straining � rates, transition from brittle to dutile behaviour,

dependene on size and shape of the strutural element, as well as speial modeling of the

inuene of mirostruture assoiated with toughening mehanisms.

Kineti solutions of the Boltzmann-Peierls-equation (BPE)

M. Herrmann

Joint with W. Dreyer & M. Kunik

The Boltzmann-Peierls-equation (BPE) desribes the evolution of the phase density

f(t; x; k) of a phonon gas. The orresponding entropy density is given by the entropy of a

Bose-gas. The ollision operator is the sum of two ollision operators S = S

R

+ S

N

.

S

R

and S

N

orrespond to di�erent kinds of interations and an be derived from the

Maximum-Entropy-Priniple (MEP). The main results are

1. We derive a redued kineti equation that has a simpler struture than the BPE.

2. The MEP an always be applied to the redued equation. The resulting moment

systems are equivalent to moment systems of the BPE.

3. There exists a onsistent kineti approah. We derive kineti shemes for the kineti

equation as well as for the moment systems. All shemes have the same formal

struture.

Transport equations in mathematial biology

T. Hillen

Reation transport equations are models for spatial spread and interations of biologial

speies. Relevant model parameters an be estimated from individual behaviour (e.g. mean

run length, turn angle distribution, reprodution rate et.).

I study redution methods to obtain simpler models from the full kineti equation. Here

I fous on two approahes

i) the paraboli saling method, whih leads to reation-advetion-di�usion equations,

and

ii) the moment losure method to obtain hyperboli models.

I illustrate the relations between these methods and I will apply the resulting models

to the hemotaxis problems. Chemotaxis is the ative orientation of animals on hemial

signals. This may lead to aggregation and pattern formation.
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The inverse problem from the Bayesian point of view

J. Honerkamp

Preisah-type model of stress-strain hysteresis of shape memory alloys at

various temperature

Y. Huo

The stress-strain relations of shape memory alloys (SMA) show hysteresis and an have

very di�erent shapes for samples with di�erent ompositions, di�erent heat treatment and

di�erent testing temperatures. Preisah-type models of hysteresis are a good mathematial

method to aount for the omplexity of the stress-strain hysteresis of SMAs, provided that

the distribution funtion an be determined by experiments. Two methods are introdued

to determine the distribution funtions. One requires the di�erentation of the experimental

strain-stress urves whih indues large numerial errors and diÆulties. The other one is

based on a normal distribution funtion with six parameters to be identi�ed by experiments.

This method gives a better proedure for the numerial simulation and provides some

physial meaning for the distribution funtion.

Maximum entropy moment systems and Galilean invariane

M. Junk

Starting from the Boltzmann equation of gas dynamis, a system of moment equations is

derived based on the Maximum Entropy losure. The resulting system is Galilean invariant,

if the spae of moment funtions is invariant under arbitrary rotations and translations.

Sine any �nite dimensional funtion spae with this property onsists of polynomials,

a problem arises if Galilean invariane is required for ME-systems involving polynomial

moments of degree larger than two: The domain of de�nition of these systems is not on-

vex and has equilibrium states on its boundary. As a onsequene, linearization around

equilibrium states is not justi�ed and no loal existene results are available for equilib-

rium initial values. Without the requirement of Galilean invariane, the situation an be

quite di�erent. This is demonstrated for a moment system based on the semiondutor

Boltzmann equation in onnetion with Kane's dispersion relation.

Aspets of mehanis in material spae

R. Kienzler

The ommon and well-known mehanis in physial spae or Newtonian mehanis de-

sribes stress, displae-ment and motion of objets in the physial spae in whih they

�nd themselves. Mehanis in material spae or mehanis in on�gurational spae or Es-

helbian mehanis desribes the motion of objets relative to the material in whih they

are embedded. Far-reahing analogies between these two mehanial viewpoints exist. For

example, physial as well as material fores are introdued via the gradient of a potential

energy. Notions like free-body diagrams, trajetories, stability of equilibrium et. are in-

trodued in material spae. In the talk examples are disussed like the interation of a

irular hole and a disloation in plane elastostatis, appliation in strength-of-materials

type of theories. Also some new �ndings in elasto-dynamis are desribed.
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Aspets of uniqueness in nonlinear elastostatis and related onstitutive

assumptions

R. J. Knops

Joint work with C. Trimaro (Pisa) and H.T. Williams (Jaguar, Coventry)

Failure of uniqueness in many ounter-examples suggests that only simple problems

might be expeted to possess a unique solution. A proof is outlined for uniqueness of the

stress in the null-tration boundary value prob-lem for homogeneous nonlinear elastiity

on a star-shaped region subjet to ertain onvexity assumptions on the omplementary

stored energy whih is postulated to exist a priori. These assumptions are analogous to

those of quasi-onvexity and rank � one onvexity usually adopted for the strain energy

funtion. An important dis-tin-tion, however, is that a omplementary energy is de�ned

on funtions (the stress distribution, whereas strain energy is de�ned on the gradients of

funtions (deformation gradients). [The di�erenen an be partly remedied by expressing

the equilibrium stresses as the url of a seond order tensor℄. The assumptions intro-dued

for the omplementary energy are termed para-onvexity and rank (n� 1)-onvexity and

an identity similar to that derived by Green, Hill and several others is employed to obtain

a ontradition from whih the uniqueness result follows.

Finally, it was shown that para-onvexity implies rank (n � 1)-onvexity. The reverse

impliation remains open, although J. Kristiansen appears to have established equivalene

for 2-dimensions.

H-Theorem, model equations and wave propagation in a relativisti gas

G. H. Kremer

One of the aims of this report is to introdue the following theorems, whih are valid for

a relativisti ideal gas:

1) A summational invariant is a linear ombination of the momentum four-vetor;

2) The funtion H(t) tends to its equilibrium value when t !1;

3) The one-partile distribution funtion tends to its equilibrium value when t !1 .

The next objetive is to show that the Anderson and Witting model equation leads to

di�erent results onerning the transport oeÆients of a relativisti gas, when the method

of Chapman-Enskog or the method of moments of Grad are applied as losures of the

Boltzmann equation.

The last objetive is to analyse the behaviour of the phase veloity and of the absorption

oeÆient when the relativisti gas is desribed by a �ve-, thirteen- and fourteen-�eld

equation. In the ase of a �ve-�eld theory the onstitutive equations of Navier-Stokes-

Fourier and Burnett are used. The limiting ases of a non-relativisti and ultra-relativisti

gas are also analysed.
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Plasti spin and evolution of an anisotropi yield ondition

H. Lippmann

Joint work with H. P. Truong Qui

The loal average of the rotation of the grains in a polyrystalline material may be

expressed in terms of the ontinuum mehanial onept of the "plasti spin" representing,

aording to the author's opinion, a speial event of the more general onept of the

COSSERAT ontinuum. The present ontribution aims at the experimental on�rmation of

the existene of the plasti spin. While in the past isotropi materials have been examined

using X-ray tehniques, and averaging individual grain rotations over meso-volumes, this

time an experimental approah by BOEHLER & KOSS, (1991/1992) has been adapted

to do this task. The same approah was also applied by KIM & YIN, (1997) without

knowledge of the previous work by BOEHLER & KOSS. It is based on the determination

of the plasti yield lous of pre-rolled sheet metal strethed in various diretions with

respet to the rolling diretion. The present authors have identi�ed the parameters of a

theoretial approah, super-imposing isotropi and kinemati hardening to loal rigid-body

rotation with the aid of small-strain tests of aluminium sheets. They obtained a fair to good

agreement, however they found out that the speial, linear PRAGER approah to kinemati

hardening annot hold true. A pretty large plasti spin was observed even for small strain,

and this was on�rmed by omparison with results of BUNGE & NIELS, (1997) obtained

by diret observations. Moreover it is shown that the initial orthotropy of the sheet metal

is destroyed at small "o�-axes " strethings (i.e., neither in the pre-rolling diretion nor

in the transversal diretion) thus on�rming a orresponding statement by BOEHLER &

KOSS, however ontraditing an opposite statement by KIM & YIN. (All authors agree

that at large strains orthotropy is (re-) established in the diretion of strething).

The Chapman-Enskog expansion for semiondutor Boltzmann-Poisson

systems

A. Majorana

In this talk we onsider the Boltzmann equation desribing the arrier transport in a

semiondutor. A modi�ed Chapman-Enskog method is used in order to �nd approximate

solutions in the weakly non-homogeneous ase. These solutions allow us to alulate the

mobility and di�usion oeÆients as funtions of the eletri �eld. The integral-di�erential

equations derived by means of the above-mentioned method are numerially solved using

a ombination of the box method and �nite-di�erene operators. The Kane model for the

eletron band struture is assumed. The numerial values of the mobility and di�usivity

in a silion devie are ompared with experimental data. The Einstein relation is also

reovered.

Thermodynamis and wave propagation in pre-stressed solids

A. Morro

The equation of motion and the onstitutive equation are onsidered for a pre-stressed

anisotropi solid with memory in the linear approximation for the inremental stress and

strain. Hene, by exploiting the seond law of thermodynamis, the Fourier sine transform

of the stress-strain kernel is shown to be negative de�nite. With a view to wave propaga-

tion problems, the attempt is made to frame the governing equations in a state-variable

formulation. Although the equation of motion does not involve exatly the (Cauhy)
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stress, it follows that the restrition of thermodynami harater is ruial to obtain the

state-variable formulation. Next, in onnetion with time-harmoni waves, the solution

is determined, in terms of the propagation matrix, for propagation in planarly-strati�ed

layers. Further, the reetion and transmission matries of multilayers are derived.

Computer modeling of mirostrutural hanges in solids by ontinuum theory

and phase �eld models

W. M

�

uller

Joint work with W. Dreyer

A model based on ontinuum theory is presented that is apable of handling the prob-

lem of phase separation and oarsening as observed in tin-lead based euteti solders. The

equations of equilibrium of fores are solved on a �rst step together with Hooke's law to de-

termine the loal stresses and strains on a heterogeneous body (the representative volume

element of the material). In a seond step these stresses are used in an extended di�u-

sion equation together with the expressions for Fik's law and the Cahn-Hilliard interfae

term to determine the �eld of the onentration as a funtion of time and position. This

proedure is repeated to generate omputer simula-tions of the mirostrutural evolution.

The simulations are quantitative based on experimental oeÆients ob-tained from the

literature.

Some problems for non-linearly thermoelasti rystalline solids

M. Pitteri

The presentation fousses on the problem of phase transitions in non-simple latties, a

topi for whih a well-developed theory still does not exist, although various speial models

are available. The researh presented is part of the ativities of the TMR researh projet

"Phase Transitions in Crystalline Solids", funded by the European Community.

Through a simple example, in whih the algebrai omplexities are redued to the bare

essentials (the example is a diatomi 2-lattie with onstituent simple latties that are

primitive tetragonal, the whole 2-lattie being tetragonal itself.) By means of a kine-

mati desription of multilatties proposed by the author in 1984-1985 it is shown how

the on�guration spae an be represented for 0small but �nite0 deformations, by means of

R

6

� R

3

, on whih the tetragonal holohedry ats orthogonally and independently in the

two fator spaes. It is shown that also in this ase generi bifurations our provided

the tensor of moduli (seond-order derivatives of the free energy density with respet to

the on�gurational parameter) has irreduible-invariant proper spaes, one of whih is the

kernel of the tensor itself. This requires the transition to be either (purely) on�gurational

(the enter atom follows the deformation of the skeleton) or strutural (the enter atom

displaes itself either along the tetragonal axis or orthogonal to it). Among other things,

the analysis suggests that the belief of Landau, that the skeleton of a rystal should not

be "generially" more symmetri than the whole rystal, may not always hold. For, in

this ase, the simplest potential that allows for a strutural transition along whih the

entral atom moves orthogonally with respet to the tetragonal axis, leaves the skeleton

having tetragonal symmetry, while the rystal lass of the 2-lattie is a subgroup of the

orthorhombi holohedry.
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A binary mixture of Euler uids: Seond sound and di�usion

T. Ruggeri

In the present paper we prove by a hange of variables that the di�erential system of

a binary mixture of Euler uids an be written as the system of a single uid with heat

ondution. In this manner a natural generalization of the Cattaneo equation arises, and

we �nd a simple justi�ation of the "thermal inertia" introdued in previous papers for

the seond sound phenomena in rystals. This presentation permits to verify that the

seond sound is a ommon harateristi of low temperatures. Critial temperatures for

the He II in whih the shok front hanges behaviour are also determined by imposing

the breakdown of the genuine non-linearity of the hyperboli system.

Dynami properties of shape memory alloys

S. Seeleke

In reent years, shape memory alloys have attrated inreasing attention due to their

unusual dynami properties. The hystereti phase transformations onstitute an intrinsi

dissipation mehanism resulting in a damping apaity, whih is orders of magnitude larger

than in onventional metals. Currently, potential appliations are investigated in the on-

text of seismi isolation or mitigation of wind-indued hazards of strutures like buildings

or bridges.

This presentation fouses on the simulation of the rotational vibration of a rigid mass

suspended by a thin-walled shape memory tube. An extended version of the M�uller-

Ahenbah model is employed to alulate the free and fored vibration behaviour of the

mass.

Depending on the temperature, shape memory alloys exhibit either quasiplasti or pseu-

doelasti behaviour, whih di�er onsiderably with respet to their damping harateristis.

Furthermore, the fored vibration ase reveals a strong amplitude dependene of the system

response, whih is an interesting nonlinear e�et due to the hysteresis.

Finally, it is shown that, for pseudoelastiity, it is of ruial importane to inlude the

balane of energy in the simulation to aount for the strong thermomehanial oupling

due to the latent heats of phase transformation.

Convetion in porous media

B. Straughan

The problem is onsidered where water lies in a porous plane layer with boundaries z = 0

and z = d, the z-axis being vertial. The bottom boundary is held at temperature 0

Æ

C

while the top is held at T

n

� 4

Æ

C. The permeability in the porous medium is transversely

isotropi with the isotropy axis inlined at angle � to the horizontal. It is shown that

bifuration into onvetion is of Hopf type. A sharp nonlinear stability bound is derived

whih is very lose to the threshold of linear instability.

Boundary onditions for moment equations via kineti shemes

H. Struhtrup

The Navier-Stokes-Fourier equations fail to desribe ows in rare�ed gases with Knudsen

numbers above 0:01. In this ase one may onsider Grad's moment equations � whih

approximate the Boltzmann equation � for the desription of the gas. A numerial sheme
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� alled "kineti shemes" � permits the solution of boundary value problems for the

Grad moment equation for the �rst time. Here, kineti shemes are onsidered for the

alulation of stationary heat transfer in the Grad moment system with up to 430 moments.

The results exhibit temperature jumps at the walls with adjaent boundary layers. For

given temperatures and a given Knudsen number, the result hanges with the number of

moments, and it onverges if the number of moments is inreased.

Wave propagation and related phenomena in rystal solids at �nite

temperatures

M. Sugiyama

Thermomehanial properties of waves propagating in anharmoni rystal latties are

studied and disussed, and the related phenomena suh as dynami frature and ollision

phenomena are briey mentioned The ontents of the talk is as follows:

1. Introdution

2. Basis equations

3. Linear analysis

4. Continuum approximation of the evolution equations

5. Shok waves

6. Other related topis

7. Evolution equations for 3-dimensional anharmoni latties.

The Maxwell energy-stress tensor: From eletrostatis to ontinuum

mehanis

C. Trimaro

The Maxwell energy-stress tensor of eletrostatis was revisited and re-proposed in elas-

tiity by Eshelby, in 1951. The two tensors share the following feature: Both aount

for the presene of an inhomogeneity. In eletrostatis the 0inhomogeneity0 is the ele-

tri harge whereas, in elastiity, it is the material 0defet0 of a body. Despite the lose

similarity of the two tensors, they de�nitely di�er from one another as they desribe dis-

tint physial phenomena. An Eshelby-like tensor is here proposed for eletrostatis. This

tensor identially vanishes outside the body, whereas the Maxwell stress tensor is de�ned

everywhere in spae.

Determination of boundary onditions for plane harmoni waves

W. Weiss

Plane harmoni waves may be reated in a tube �lled with a gas and with a loudspeaker

on one end. If the frequeny is very high, theories like Euler or Navier-Stokes-Fourier are

not suÆient to desribe the waves satisfatorily. From the kineti theory one may derive

�eld equations for many variables (e.g. Grad's 20 moment system). Suh systems should

be able to desribe the waves up to high frequenies. However, more boundary onditions

are needed than one an ontrol in the experiment. It is shown that the minimization of

the entropy prodution is a method to determine the remaining boundary values. Results

are given for the 20 moment theory and for di�erent frequenies.
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